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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1162308A1] The calender assembly, especially for processing paper webs, has connecting modules (19) as the mounting for at least
the intermediate rollers (4,5,12). Each module has a connecting body, which has movement on a carrier module (20) at the calender columns. A
double-sided swing force arm (23) is part of the force distributor (22), on a bearing mounting (31). At the calender assembly, at least one end of the
force arms acts on the ends of the roller axes and a lifter acts on the other arm ends with an adjustable lifting action on the ends of the roller axes
and force the intermediate rollers into a linear movement. The ends of the force arms act directly on the connecting bodies or the ends of the roller
axes. The lifting mechanism has a lifting cylinder, in a pivot support at the machine columns, as double-action cylinders. The force is applied by a
pair of double-sided swing force arms, at opposite sides of the machine columns, to act on both ends of the roller axes, with the force distributed to
the connecting bodies. Each carrier module has a prismatic guide, for a linear movement of the connecting module with a trolley to carry an end of
the roller axis and transmit the force to the ends of the axis. The guide trolley has roller bearings to ride on the carrier module. The end of the force
arm has a guide path, to guide projecting cams from the connecting module. The connecting module has a release holder for the bearing housing at
the end of the roller, with a push unit to carry the supported roller. The force arms at the opposite ends of the rollers can be adjusted independently.
The force distributors can be set separately, to give an adjusted pressure tension curve in a roller stack (2). The roller stacks (2,10) are composed of
soft rollers (4,6,11,13) and hard rollers (3,5,12), each with their own power drives. The outer rollers of the roller stacks have bending adjustment. The
planes of the roller stacks are vertical, horizontal or at an angle.
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